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Abstract
The paper presents an incomplete competition model (ICM), where inﬂa-
tion is determined jointly with unit labour cost growth. The ICM is estimated
on data for the Euro area and evaluated against existing models, i.e. the im-
plicit inﬂation equation of the Area Wide model (AWM) - cf. Fagan, Henry
and Mestre (2001) - and estimated versions of the (single equation) P* model
and a hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curve.
The evidence from these comparisons does not invite decisive conclusions.
There is, however, some support in favour of the (reduced form) AWM inﬂa-
tion equation. It is the only model that encompasses a general unrestricted
model and it forecast encompasses the competitors when tested on 20 quarters
of one step ahead forecasts.
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San Diego.1I n t r o d u c t i o n
Thep urpose of this paper is two-fold. First, we investigate empirically whither
inﬂation in the Euro area can be adequately described by a dynamic version of the
incomplete competition model (ICM hereafter) due to Kolsrud and Nymoen (1998),
with reference to the original contribution by Layard and Nickell (1986), see also
Layard et al. (1991) and Carlin and Soskice (1990). Second, we evaluate this model
against existing models, which include a (reduced form) inﬂation equation from the
Area Wide model (AWM) of the European Central Bank and estimated versions of
the P*-model and a hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curve model of inﬂation.
While the ICM - which entails joint modelling of wages and prices - has been
successfully used to model the inﬂationary process in small open economies like the
UK and Norway1,m anyr esearchers addressing inﬂation in the Euro area have opted
fora pproaches which either amounts to modelling inﬂation as a single equation or as
part of very small systems. By contrast, the price block of the AWM, as described in
Fagan et al. (2001), is deﬁned within a full-blown macroeconometric model for the
Euro area, even though the equations for wage growth and inﬂation are estimated
by single equation methods. Moreover, the AWM is providing the most commonly
used data set available for the Euro area, and hence it is the obvious benchmark
and point of reference for the current investigation.
Inﬂation is a many-faceted phenomenon, and models that includes only a few
dimensions, e.g., the output gap and expectations of the future rate of inﬂation, are
less likely to be able to characterize the data, as demonstrated in Bårdsen et al.
(2004b). Econometric work that view inﬂation as resulting from disequilibria in
many markets fare much better, see Hendry (2001) and Juselius (1992). Our moti-
vation for choosing ICM as a starting point is therefore that, at a minimum, foreign
and domestic aspects of inﬂation have to modelled jointly, and that the inﬂation-
ary impetus from the labour market–the battle of markups between unions and
monopolistic ﬁrms–needs to be represented in the model.
TheI CM is described in Section 3.2. The econometric approach follows a step-
wise procedure, where the outcome can be seen as a product of interpretation and
formal testing: We ﬁrst consider an information set of wages, prices and an appropri-
ate selection of conditioning variables like output gap, unemployment, productivity,
import prices, etc. It turns out that the data rejects the long-run restrictions from
theory in this case. Only when we model the long-run steady-state equations with
prices and unit labour costs as the endogenous variables do we ﬁnd empirical support
for the theory restrictions.
Thei ncomplete competition model of prices and unit labour costs is tested
for weak exogeneity in Section 3.5. In Section 4 we derive reduced form inﬂation
equations based on the ICM and on the wage and price block of the AWM in
order to compare forecasts based on these equations with forecasts from two single
equation inﬂation models: the P*-model and the New Keynesian Phillips curve.
These models are presented in the second part of Section 2, after a survey of the
wage and price block of the Area Wide model is given below. Model evaluation and
forecast encompassing tests of the estimated models are presented in Sections 4.5
and 4.6. Section 5 concludes.
1See Bårdsen et al. (1998) and Bårdsen et al. (2003).
12A survey of empirical Euro-area inﬂation models
2.1 The wage-price block of the Area Wide Model (AWM)
The unique feature of the Area Wide Model is that it treats the Euro area as a single
economy. Since the Euro was introduced only 1. January 1999 and the information
set underlying the estimation of the model - as documented in Fagan et al. (2001)
-i saconstructed data set covering the period 1970.1 - 1998.4, the counterfactual
nature of this modelling exercise is evident.
TheA WM is used for forecasting purposes and the model has been speciﬁed
to ensure that a set of structural economic relationships holds in the long run. It is
constrained to be consistent with the neoclassical steady state in which the long-run
output is determined via a production function by exogenous technological progress
and the available factors of production, where the growth rate of labour force is
exogenous. Money is neutral in the long run and the model’s long-run properties is
further pinned down by an exogenous NAIRU.
Ourf ocus is on the modelling of wages and prices. Whereas the long-run
equilibria are largely determined by ap r i o r iconsiderations through the output pro-
duction function and the exogenous growth rates in factor productivity, the labour
force and the NAIRU, the short run is modelled empirically as (single equation)
Equilibrium Correction models. The empirical models are re-estimated in this pa-
pero na ne xtended data set (1970.1-2000.4) and the results, which do not deviate
much from those in Fagan et al. (2001), are found in Appendix B.
Wages are modelled as a Phillips curve in levels, with wage growth depending
on the change in productivity, current and lagged inﬂation - in terms of the con-
sumption deﬂator sw -a nd the deviation of the unemployment xw from its NAIRU
level xw> i.e. (xw  xw) deﬁnes the equilibrium correction term, hfpzDZP
w .I nﬂation
and productivity changes enter with unit coe!cients, so the equation is expressed
with the change in the wage share {zvw> which equals the change in real unit labour
cost, {xofw  {sw,a sl eft hand side variable. Here, and in the rest of the paper,
natural logarithms of variables are denoted by lower-case symbols.
The output price or GDP at factor costs, tw> is a function of trend unit labour
costs, xofw> both in the long run (levels) and the short run (changes). The equilibrium
correction term equals (tw(xofw(1))),w h e r e(1) is the elasticity of labour
in the output production function, thus linking the long-run real equilibrium to the
theoretical steady state. The markup is also inﬂuenced by an output gap and the
import price inﬂation ({slw)h as short-run eects on {tw= Finally, the consumer price
inﬂation (i.e. the consumption deﬂator) {sw is determined by the GDP deﬂator at
market prices> andi mportp rices, both in the short run and in the long run (with
estimated weights equal to 0.94 and 0.06 , respectively). There is also a small
eecto fw orld market raw materials prices in this equation. Noting that the GDP
deﬂator at market prices by deﬁnition equals GDP at factor prices corrected for the
rate of indirect taxation (tw +ww)> we ﬁnd by substituting for tw that the equilibrium
correction term for {sw can be written as
hfps
DZP
w = sw +0 =59 · 0=94  0=94xofw  0=06slw  0=94ww (1)
2In the actual forecasting process the ECB is also maintaining country models
fort he ﬁve largest countries in the Euro area: France, Germany, Italy, the Nether-
lands and Spain. The models are linked together via trade ﬂows into a Multi-country
model (the ESCB-MCM). Interestingly, the structure of the wage and price block in
each of these country models are mirror images of the AWM wage and price block,
except for Spain which has a endogenous NAIRU determined by the real exchange
rate inﬂuencing a non-constant markup in the inﬂation equation,s ee Willman and
Estrada (2002).
Is inﬂation a stationary variable? The maind a t as e r i e su n d e r l y i n gt h eA W M
are documented in Fagan et al. (2001), see Appendix C. As always, the question
of whether the inﬂation and the other nominal variables are stationary I(0) or non-
stationary I(1) variables is a crucial modelling issue. Formal ADF tests on the
nominal series of wages and prices support the view of Juselius (2003) that they
are I(2), i.e. that the level series need to be dierenced twice in order to become
stationary.2 In the majority of the empirical studies that are carried out so far on
Euro-area data, however, it is implicitly or explicitly assumed that the series for
prices and wages can be treated as I(1).3 This is also this assumption we make
throughout the current paper, bearing in mind that an alternative interpretation of
theA DF tests is that the nominal levels variables are I(1) with breaks in means
which make them look like I(2).4 Hendry (2001) points out that if the levels are
integrated once with superimposed major breaks then the measurements thereof
have I(1) deviations from the desired theoretical counterparts. Hence inﬂation is
treated as I(0) with breaks, but measured with an I(0) error. This is also the view
taken in Bowdler and Jansen (2004a,b), who model inﬂation in the Euro area as
am arkup over costs, corrected for indirect taxation and a trend. They extend the
2Juselius (2003) estimates a cointegrated VAR model to determine wages , prices, productivity
and unemployment using the Euro-area data. She assumes that the nominal variables follow I(2)
processes in levels, and she models inﬂation, real wages, productivity, unemployment, an internal
price wedge (the dierence between consumer and producer prices, (st))a nd the real exchange
rate (huh) as non-stationary I(1) processes. Interestingly, she ﬁnds a marked regime shift at the
introduction of the EMS and she carries out her empirical analysis separately for the two regimes
(1970.2 - 1980.1 and 1982.1 - 1998.1, respectively).
3This is the case for Fagan et al. (2001). It is also true for the analysis of Euro-area NAIRU
in Fabiani and Mestre (2000, 2004), who report tests indicating that price levels are I(2). Also
Angelini et al. (2001), who study Euro-area inﬂation as a diusion process derived from national
wage and price inﬂation series, ﬁnd that the HICP and the deﬂator for private consumption are
I(2) variable by formal tests. They maintain an ap r i o r ibelief that there have been deterministic
breaks series in the 1980s and that an increasing variance on inﬂation is not compatible with the
notion of convergence towards a lower inﬂation rate in the area in the 1990s. Fabiani and Morgan
(2003) report evidence that the private consumption deﬂators for Germany, France, Spain, Italy
and the Netherlands - and for their aggregate - are I(1) for a sample covering 1982.1 -2000.4.
4In a study of inﬂation persistence in Germany, France and Italy, and in their aggregate (rep-
resenting 60 per cent of the Euro area), Batini (2002) splits the samples in several subperiods and
measures inﬂation as deviations from period speciﬁc means. This is one way of accommodating
the assumption of deterministic breaks in mean and she ﬁnds that her inﬂation measures are sta-
tionary according to formal ADF tests. Recently, Levin and Piger (2003) ﬁnd that deterministic
breaks in the intercept term can explain the persistence in the series as measured by univariate
autoregressive models for inﬂation in 12 OECD countries for the period 1984 - 2002.
3standard approach by allowing for a time-varying intercept in the model for inﬂation,
which can be interpreted as approximating the behaviour of deterministic shifts in
thep rice-cost markup.5
2.2 Other approaches to inﬂation modelling
Inﬂation models that rely heavily on ap r i o r itheory have ﬂourished in recent years.
Such models often consider only a limited information set as deﬁned by the theory.
In the following we shall look at two examples that are representative for the lit-
erature: On the one hand, the New Keynesian Phillips curve, which is an inﬂation
modelt hati sd erived theoretically from ﬁrst principles in an environment of dy-
namically optimizing agents and has been adopted as a standard speciﬁcation of the
inﬂationary process in theoretical work on theory of monetary policy, see e.g., Clar-
ida et al. (1999) and Svensson (2000). Second, we will consider monetary models of
inﬂation that conceive of inﬂation primarily as a monetary phenomenon, in partic-
ular the P*-model, which relates the steady state of the price level to the quantity
theory of money. Both the New Keynesian Phillips curve and the P*-model have
recently been explored empirically on Euro-area data.
The New Keynesian Phillips curve TheN ew Keynesian Phillips curve states
that inﬂation is explained by expected inﬂation one period ahead E({sw+1 |I w),a n d
excess demand or marginal costs {w (e.g., output gap, the unemployment rate or the
wage share in logs):
{sw = es1E({sw+1 |I w)+es2{w= (2)
Roberts (1995) has shown that several New Keynesian models with rational expec-
tations have (2) as a common representation–including the models of staggered
contracts developed by Taylor (1979, 1980) and Calvo (1983), and the quadratic
price adjustment cost model of Rotemberg (1982). Galí and Gertler (1999) have
given a formulation of the NPC in line with Calvo’s work: They assume that a ﬁrm
takes account of the expected future path of nominal marginal costs when setting its
price, given the likelihood that its price may remain ﬁxed for multiple periods. This
leads to a version of the inﬂation equation (2), where the forcing variable {w is the
representative ﬁrm’s real marginal costs (measured as deviations from its steady-
state value). They argue that the wage share (the labour income share) zvw is a
plausible indicator for the average real marginal costs, which they use in empirical
analysis.
Models like (2), with forward expected inﬂation, implies a jump behaviour
of inﬂation which is at odds with observed behaviour of inﬂation. This have led
to a “hybrid” New Keynesian Phillips curve model, which heuristically assumes the
existence of both forward- and backward-looking agents, e.g. Galí and Gertler (1999)
suggest a hybrid Phillips curve that allows a subset of ﬁrms to have a backward-
looking rule to set prices, which nests (2) as a special case. This amounts to the
5The time-varying intercept can also be interpreted as a factor that cointegrates with an oth-
erwise non-stationary markup. Tests indicate that a linear combination of the intercept and the






s1{sw31 + es2{w= (3)
Galí et al. (2001) estimate (3) for the Euro area in several variants –using
dierent inﬂation measures, dierent normalization rules for GMM estimation, in-
cluding additional lags of inﬂation in the equation and splitting the sample. They
ﬁnd that the overall picture remains unchanged. Marginal costs have a signiﬁcant
impact on short-run inﬂation dynamics and forward looking behaviour is always
found to be important.
In Smets and Wouters (2003) a New Keynesian Phillips curve is estimated as
part of a stochastic dynamic general equilibrium model for the Euro area. The in-
ﬂation equation is estimated as part of a simultaneous system with nine endogenous
variables in a Bayesian framework using Markov-chain Monte Carlo methods, and
the authors ﬁnd parameter estimates which are in line with Galí et al. (2001) for a
hybrid version of the New Keynesian Phillips curve (with weights 0.72 and 0.28 on
forward and lagged inﬂation, respectively).
Also, Coenen and Wieland (2002) investigate whether the observed inﬂation
dynamics in the Euro area (as well as in the US and Japan) are consistent with
microfoundations in the form of staggeredn ominal contracts and rational expec-
tations. On Euro-area data, they ﬁnd thatt he ﬁxed period staggered contract
modelo fT aylor outperforms the New Keynesian Phillips curve speciﬁcation based
on Calvo-style random duration contracts and they claim support for the hypothesis
of rational expectations.6.
TheN ew Keynesian Phillips curve has come under increasing critique both
on theoretical and empirical grounds. Bårdsen et al. (2004b) demonstrate that the
dynamic properties of the New Keynesian Phillips curves depend not only on (2)
or (3), but also on the speciﬁcation of a {w-process. They show that it is useful
to extend the empirical evaluation from the single equation to a system consisting
of the rate of inﬂation and the forcing variable. In the case of the Euro area they
show that the wage share is not an exogenous driving variable and that the signif-
icance of the forward term in (3) disappears in well-speciﬁed models, i.e.d u e t o
omitted variables in the inﬂation equation or if instruments, that the agents should
know of, are introduced. In an inﬂuential paper, Rudd and Whelan (2004) show
that the tests of forward-looking behaviour which Galí and Gertler (1999) rely on,
have very low power against alternative, but non-nested, backward-looking speciﬁ-
cations, and demonstrate that results previously interpreted as evidence for the New
Keynesian model are also consistent with a backward-looking Phillips curve. Rudd
and Whelan develop alternative, more powerful tests, which exhibit a very limited
role for forward-looking expectations. This critique is further reinforced by a point
made by Mavroeidis (2002), namely that the hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curve
suers from underidentiﬁcation, and that in empirical applications identiﬁcation is
achieved by conﬁning important explanatory variables to the set of instruments,
with mis-speciﬁcation as a results of this practice.
6Coenen and Wieland adopt a system’s approach, namely an indirect inference method due to
Smith (1993), which amounts to ﬁtting a constrained VAR in inﬂation, output gap and real wages,
using the Kalman ﬁlter to estimate the structural parameters such that the correlation structure
matches those of an unconstrained VAR in inﬂation and output gap.
5Monetary models of inﬂation In the P*-model (see Hallman et al. (1991)) the
long-run equilibrium price level is deﬁned as the price level that would result with
the current money stock, pw> provided that output was at its potential (equilibrium
level), |W









Thep ostulated inﬂation model is given by
{sw = E({sw |I w31)+s(sw31  s
W
w31)+}}w + %w> (5)
where the main explanatory factors behind inﬂation are inﬂation expectations,
E({sw |I w31),t he price gap, (sw31sW
w31),a n dother variables denoted }w.7 Note that
if we replace the price gap in (5) with the output gap we obtain the New Keynesian
Phillips Curve model (2) discussed in the previous section, with the expectations
term backdated one period.
In order to calculate the price gap one needs to approximate the two equilibria
for output, |W
w,a n dv e l o c i t y ,yW
w,r espectively. The price gap, (swsW
w),i so b t a i ned by
subtracting sw from both sides of (4) and applying the identity yw  sw +|w pw.I t
follows that the price gap is decomposed into the velocity gap, (ywyW
w),m i n u st h e






w)  (|w  |
W
w) (6)
TheP *-model can alternatively be expressed in terms of the real money gap, upw
upW
w,w h e r eupW
w = pwsW
w.T he inverse relationship holds trivially between the real
money gap and price gap, i.e., (upw  upW
w)=(sw  sW),a n dt h us the P*-model
predicts that there is a direct eect on inﬂation from the lagged real money gap
(up  upW)w31.M oreover, in the P*-model, ﬂuctuations in the price level around
its equilibrium, sW
w,a re primarily driven by ﬂuctuations in velocity and output.
The real money gap. Figures 15 and 16 in Appendix C show the ”price gap“
(s  sW)w and the ”real money“ gap (up  upW)w along with the corresponding
level series, which we have employed in the empirical estimation of the P*-model in
Section 4.3. We have applied Hodrick-Prescott (HP) ﬁlters8 to derive measures for
|W
w and yW
w,a n di ndoing so, we have used  =1 600 to smooth output series |W
w and
 =4 0 0to smooth velocity yW
w.T h e nsW
w can be calculated from (4) above, as well
as the price- and real money gaps.
Reference path for money growth and inﬂation. Another deﬁning characteristic
of recent studies adopting the P*-model is that inﬂation is assumed to be inﬂuenced
by {4sjdsw,w hich is the change in the dierence between the actual inﬂation {4sw
and a reference or target path {4e sw,a nd also by an analogous variable for money
growth, {4pjdsw= Ther eference path for money growth {4e pw is calculated in a
similar way as suggested in Gerlach and Svensson (2003), referred to below. If we
know the inﬂation target (or reference path for inﬂation in the case when no explicit
target exists), we can calculate the corresponding reference path for money growth
as follows (see Boﬁnger (2000)):
7Confer also Eitrheim (2003) and chp. 8 in Bårdsen et al. (2004a).
8See Hodrick and Prescott (1997).





The equilibrium paths for output, |W
w,a n dv e l o c i t y ,yW
w are calculated by the
HP-ﬁlter, as suggested above. In our empirical estimates of the P*-model we have
simply let the reference value for inﬂation vary with the actual level of smoothed
inﬂation. The heuristic interpretation is that the monetary authorities changed the
reference path according to the actual behaviour, adapting to the many shocks to
inﬂation in this period and we calculate the reference value of inﬂation with a HP-
ﬁlter with a large value of the parameter which penalizes non-smoothness, i.e., we
set  =6 4 0 0to avoid volatility in {4e sw. {4e pw follows from (7) as do {4sjdsw and
{4pjdsw=
Gerlach and Svensson (2003) estimate a variant of the P*-model (5), and they
ﬁnd empirical support for the P*-model on aggregated data for the Euro area. In
this study Gerlach and Svensson introduce and estimate a measure for the inﬂation
target in the Euro area as a gradual adjustment to the (implicit) inﬂation target of
the Bundesbank, and they interpret the gradual adjustment as a way of capturing a
monetary policy convergence process in the Euro area throughout their estimation
period (1980.1 - 2001.2)9.
Gerlach and Svensson (2003) ﬁnd a signiﬁcant eect of the energy component
of consumer price index on inﬂation measured by the total consumer price index,
and when they include the output gap in (5), in addition to the real money gap, both
gaps come out equally signiﬁcant, indicating that each is an important determinant
of future price changes. By contrast, they ﬁnd that the Eurosystem’s money-growth
indicator deﬁned as the gap between current M3 growth and its reference value has
little predictive power beyond that of the output gap and the real money gap.
In an earlier study, Trecroci and Vega (2002) re-estimate the AWM equation
fort he GDP deﬂator at factor prices for the period 1980.4 - 1997.4, and they ﬁnd
that (an earlier version of) the Gerlach and Svensson P* equation (without output
gap) outperforms the AWM price equation (for tw)i no ut of sample forecasts for the
period 1992.1 - 1997.4 at horizons ranging from 1 to 8 periods ahead.10 Likewise,
Nicoletti Altimari (2001) ﬁnds support for the idea that monetary aggregates contain
substantial information about future price developments in the Euro area and that
the forecasting performance of models with money-based indicators improves as the
forecast horizon is broadened.
9In Appendix C we have plotted their measures against the HP-ﬁltered measures for the inﬂa-
tion target 4e sw and the money reference path 4 e pw and the corresponding gaps 4sjdsw= and
4pjdsw,s ee Figures 17 - 18.
10Trecroci and Vega estimate the P*-model within a small VAR, which previously has been
analysed in Coenen and Vega (2001).
73T h e I n c o m p l e te Competition model (ICM) of inﬂation
3.1 A framework for joint modelling of wages and prices
Onew ay of thinking about modelling inﬂation is to distinguish between a core
modelo fw ages and prices and an embedding environment of feed-back variables,



























Figure 1: Model based inﬂation forecasts.
The simultaneous wage-price model is G|(yw | zw> Yw31> Zw31),w h e r eyw = £
zw sw
¤0,t h ev e c t o rzw contains all conditioning variables, and (Yw31> Zw31) collects




where z1>w denote feedback variables, z2>w are non-modelled variables ,a n dz3>w are
monetary policy instruments.L agged values are partitioned correspondingly, Zw31 =
(Z1>w31> Z2>w31> Z3>w31),a nd in the ﬁgure zl =( zl>w>Zl>w31)=
In the next section we will present a core model of inﬂation as a wage-price
system conditional on output, productivity, unemployment and import prices (i.e.
the exchange rate) as in Bårdsen et al. (2003), and we demonstrate how this model
can be written in terms of prices and unit labour costs conditional on output, un-
employment and foreign prices, which is the form on which we estimate the ICM
modeli nS ections 3.3 and 3.4.
Arriving at a cointegrated VAR in unit labour costs, prices and the condition-
ing variables — the next step is general-to-speciﬁc modelling of a data congruent
speciﬁcation of the core system, through testing the overidentifying restrictions of
8as equence of restricted dynamic models against the unrestricted reduced form. In
section 3.5, the conditioning variables are tested for valid conditioning (weak exo-
geneity).
In Bårdsen et al. (2003) the focal point is the core model’s invariance to chang-
ing monetary policy and in Figure 1 it is indicated that regime shifts may induce
non-constancies in the parameters of the model. This aspect is not covered in the
current paper, and it is a topic for further research.
3.2 The core model
The wage-price model G|(yw | zw> Yw31> Zw31) we want to explorei nt h epresent
paper is an extension of Kolsrud and Nymoen (1998) where the inﬂation process is
modelled as emerging from the labour market. Assuming a Cobb Douglas production
technology and that ﬁrms set their prices tw in the long run as a stationary markup
over unit labour costs gives the cointegrating relationship:
tw  (z  su)w = pt>w q L (0)> (8)
where integration of order zero is denoted L (0).T h ew a g er a t ei szw (which includes
payroll taxes), and suw is productivity. A slight generalisation is to let the markup
pt>w on average cost depend on demand relative to capacity. If we in addition invoke
Okun’s law relationship to replace capacity utilisation with the rate of unemploy-
ment (assuming that xw is I(0) or I(0) with breaks), the equation (8) can be written
as
tw  (z  su)w = pt>w + &xw>&  0 (9)
At ﬁrst sight, (8) seems to exclude an important channel for import prices
on inﬂation. However, in the following we are focusing on nominal wages and the
consumer price index sw,d e ﬁ ned as
sw  !tw +( 1 !)slw + ww> 0 ?!?1> 0 ? 1> (10)
where the import price index slw naturally enters. The parameter ! measures of the
openness of the economy. Also, the size of the parameter  will depend on how much
of the retail price basket is covered by the indirect tax-rate index ww.C o n v e n i e n t l y ,
and in accordance with our discussion in Section 2.1, all variables deﬁned so far
(except xw) are assumed to be L(1).
Conﬂicting real-wage claims are inherent in economies where market forces are
impeded by bargaining between organizations and intervention by the government in
most European economies. Derived from the bargainers’ respective utility functions
and budget constraints, as in Hoel and Nymoen (1988), a long-run wage equation
can be written as:
zw  tw  $(s  t)w  suw  'xw = pz>w q L (0)> (11)
Ther eal wage faced by ﬁrms is aected by producer prices tw and productivity
suw.T he real wage faced by employees can be aected by the wedge (s  t)w.T h e
unemployment rate, xw,r epresents the degree of tightness in the labour market
which inﬂuences the outcome of the wage bargain. Generally, pz>w depends on
9factors on both the union and ﬁrm side as well as of institutional factors (degree of
centralization, incomes policies, generosity of the unemployment insurance system,
extent and coverage of labour market programmes, cf. Layard et al. (1991) where
these factors are given a thorough treatment.)11
Thel ong-run model is (9) and (11), augmented with (10) and solving out for
producer prices tw then gives a model in wages zw and consumer prices sw only:
zw = pz>w +
1  $(1  !)
!
sw (12)
+suw  'xw 






sw = !pt>w + !(zw  suw) (13)
!&xw +( 1 !)slw + ww>
that implicitly implies non-linear cross-equation restrictions in terms of !.12
As discussed in Section 3.3 below, in the following we will use unit labour
costs as our wage indicator. This amounts to setting  =1in (12), which means
that in the long run unions get full compensation for productivity gains.13 Making
this assumption changes (12) and (13) into:
xofw = pz>w +
1  $(1  !)
!
sw  'xw 






sw = !pt>w + !xofw  !&xw +( 1 !)slw + ww=
Simply by viewing (9) and (11) as a pair of simultaneous equations, it is clear
that the system is unidentiﬁed in general. However, if the high level of aggregation
11As noted above, we include the payroll taxes paid the employer in the wage avariable, implicitly
assuming that the unions see the social security contribution by the ﬁrms as equivalent to ordinary
wage.
12The two relationships (12) and (13) are still not identiﬁed in general. However, as discussed
below, $ =1and & =0 > are a set of necessary conditions for identiﬁcation which is suited for the
case of aggregated wages and prices.
In Bårdsen et al. (2004a) we refer to yet two other “identiﬁcation schemes” which have proven
themselves useful in our own modelling of both disaggregate and aggregate data:
a) In many applications, especially on sectorial data, formal tests of cointegration support only
one cointegration relationship, thus either one of residuals from (8) and (11), which are candidate
equilibrium correcting terms, is I(1), instead of both being I(0). In this case it is usually possible
to identify the single cointegrating equation economically by restricting the coe!cients, and by
testing the weak exogeneity of one or more of the variables in the system.
b) The no wedge case also apply to a sectorial wage-price system: Assume that the price markup
is not constant as assumed above, but a function of the relative price (via the price elasticity). In
this case, the price equation (9) is augmented by the real exchange rate swslw.I fw ef u r t h e r m o r e
assume that $ =0 ,( no wedge in wage formation) and & =0(normal cost pricing), identiﬁcation
of both long run schedules is logically possible.
13Juselius (2003) ﬁnds support for a long-run equation indicating the unions only get 50 percent
compensation for productivity gains over the period 1982 - 2000.
10means that $ can be set to unity (while retaining cointegration)14,a nd that there
is normal cost pricing in the aggregated price relationship identiﬁcation is again
possible. Thus $ =1and & =0represents one set of necessary (order) restrictions
for identiﬁcation in this case:
xofw = pz>w + sw  'xw (14)
sw = !pt>w + !xofw +( 1 !)slw + ww= (15)
Ours trategy is ﬁrst to model the steady states along these lines - as a product
of interpretation and formal testing - and then go on to model the dynamic equations
foru nitl abour costs and inﬂation jointly as equilibrium correcting models.
3.3 Modelling the steady state
As we have alluded to above, our ﬁrst attempt has been to model the long run accord-
ing to equations (12)-(13), which entails that the variables that contain the long-run
real wage claims equations are collected in the vector
£
zw sw suw slw xw
¤
= The
wage variable zw,i sd e ﬁ n e da si nA W Ma stotal compensation to employees (in-
cluding employers social security contributions) divided by total employment. The
productivity variable suw is deﬁned as GDP divided by total employment. The price
index sw is measured by the private consumption deﬂator and import prices slw
are the imports deﬂator, including intra Euro-area trade, and x is the log of the
unemployment rate.
In addition to the variables in the wage-claims part of the system, we include
the indirect tax rate, ww> and jdsw31–the lagged output gap measured as deviations
from the trend obtained by the Hodrick-Prescott ﬁlter. Dummy variables found
signiﬁcant in the wage and price block ofA WM Fagan et al. (2001) are included
in the conditioning set.15 This system, where wages and prices enter with three
lags and the other main variables enter with one or two lags, is estimated over
1970.4 -2000.4. We ﬁnd however that an evaluation of steady-state properties gave
meaningless results when the Johansen (1988) cointegration procedure is adopted
and attempts to restrict the long run by plausible theory restrictions (confer the
previous section) are overwhelmingly rejected.
There are several reasons for this outcome:
• One ist h a tt h el a b o u ri n p u tm e a s u r e( t o t a le m p l o y m e n t )i st o oc r u d ea n d
possibly in itself poorly measured, leading to serious measurement problems
fort he wage variables as well as the productivity measure. An alternative
labour input measure - based on annual data for hours worked (see Appendix
C.2f or a discussion) - was also adopted and the long run was re-estimated for
as horter sample, 1980.4. - 2000.4, but failed to improve the results.
14It is conceivable that producers’ prices may deviate much more from consumer prices at a
sectoral level than at an aggregate level, where the dierence is mainly due to indirect taxation
which is already included an explanatory variable. For a theoretical discussion of the role of the
wedge in the wage bargaining, see Rødseth (2000).
15These includes two impulse dummies for 1981.1 and 1984.2 from the wage equation and two
dierenced impulse dummies for 1982.1 and 1992.4 and a combined dummy for 1977.4 and 1978.1.
11• As econd reason is that the Euro-area level of aggregation may be inappropri-
ate for identifying labour market behaviour: The Euro-area labour market is
an aggregate of national labour markets, which is the level at which bargain-
ing process takes place. It is known that the institutional arrangements - the
degree centralisation and political involvement in the wage formation - vary
across the Euro-area countries. Hence, dierent events may have inﬂuenced
the wage formation ind i erent countries, see Barrell and Dury (2003) for a
discussion.
In order to circumvent these di!culties we have chosen to use unit labour
cost as our wage input in the following, which implies that wages and productivity
is amalgamated into one variable, which is the ratio between the two. It follows
that the variables that contain the long-run real wage claims equations now are
collected in the vector
£
sw xofw slw xw
¤
= Allo ther variables enter as described
above and this system, where all main variables enter with three lags, is estimated
over 1970.4—2000.4. The residual standard errors (in percent and denoted ˆ )o fe a c h
equation are shown in Table 1, together with the following three residual diagnostic
tests: the F-form of the Lagrange multiplier test of autocorrelation of order 1 to 5
(denoted AR1-5), non-normality (Normality), and against heteroscedasticity, due to
squares of the regressors (Heteroscedasticity). The squareb r a c k e t sc o n tain p-values.
There isn oe v i d e n c eo fm i s - s p e c i ﬁ c a t i o ni nt h et w oe q u a t i o n st h a tm a k eu pt h e
unrestricted system. The three last rows show the system counterparts (indicated
by the subscript y)o ft he three mis-speciﬁcation tests. All the empirical results in
this paper are obtained with PcFiml 9.3 or PcGive 10–see Doornik and Hendry
(1997) and Hendry and Doornik (2001), respectively. Further details on the tests
used are given in the references at the bottom of Table 2.
Again, the steady-state properties are evaluated using the Johansen (1988)
cointegration procedure, after ﬁrst establishing the presence of two cointegrating
vectors.16
We impose restrictions on the steady-statee quations (14)-(15). As we argued
above, since we are dealing with data for the aggregated level it is plausible that
there isn ow e d g ei nt h ew a g ef o r m a t i o na n dn o r m a lc o s tp r i c i n g . W ea l s oﬁ n d
empirical support that indirect taxation is completely oset in long-run inﬂation.
Hence we end up with a restricted form of (14)-(15) where only ' and ! aree ntered
16Using Table 3 in Harbo et al. (1998) for the case with three exogeneous variables (xw>sl w>w w),
the 5 per cent critical values for rejecting zero and at most one cointegrating vector, are 35.4
and 17.8, respectively. The Trace-statistics of 51.88 and 21.48 (degrees of freedom corrected) give
formal support to 2 cointegrating vectors.
If xw is considered as a stationary variable, the number of non-stationary exogenous variables
are reduced to two, which lowers the 5 per cent critical values (of the rank test above) to 30.0 and
15.1 (degrees of freedom corrected) and hence this does not change our conclusion that r=2. On
the other hand it is known that the presence of a stationary unemployment variable implies that
the critical values used for inference in this case are approximate, see Rahbek and Mosconi (1999)
12unrestrictedly:
xof = s  'x> (16)
s =( 1  !)xof + !sl + w> (17)
with estimation results in Table 1
Table1 :T he estimated steady-state equations .
The estimated steady-state equations (16)  (17)
xof = s  0=11
(0=02)
x




52 parameters xofw sw V|vwhp
Normality "2(2) 4=56[0=10] 4=33[0=11]
ARCH1-4 test I(4>87) 0=72[0=58] 1=55[0=19]
Heteroscedasticity I(18>55) 0=90[0=59] 1=03[0=44]
Overidentiﬁcation "2(4) 8=25 [0=08]
Normalityy "2(4) 9=05 [0=06]
Heteroscedasticityy I(54>158) 0=98[0=51]
Thes ample is 1970.4 to 2000.4, 121 observations.
References: See Table 2.
Then umbers in [..] are p-values.
The resultf o rt h em a r k u pe q u a t i o ni sr e m a r k a b l yc l o s et ot h e( i m p l i c i t )e q u i -
librium correcting term for {sw in AWM, cf equation (1), noting the dierence
between trend unit labour costs and actual unit labour costs. Figure 2 records the
stability over the period 1991.1-2000.4 of the coe!cient estimates in Table 1 with
± 2s tandard errors. The ﬁrst equation says that in steady state labour’s share of
output is a function of unemployment, which a common ﬁnding in the literature -
see e.g. Bårdsen and Fisher (1999), Mizon (1995), and Marcellino and Mizon (2001)
-b ut it is at odds with the AWM where the wage share equilibrium corrects to
the unemployment’s deviation from a NAIRU, see equation (25) of Appendix B.
The estimated unit labour cost responsiveness to the rate of unemployment is ap-
proximately 0=1,w hich is close to the ﬁnding of Bårdsen et al. (2003) for the wage
responsiveness to unemployment for Norway. We note the break in the level of this
coe!cient occurring in 1999.1 and onwards.
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Figure 2: Identiﬁed cointegration vectors. Recursively estimated parameters (the
elasticity of the import price in the price equation in the upper graph and the
elasticity of unemployment in the wage equation below).
3.4 The dynamic price - unit labour cost model
When modelling the short-run relationships we impose the estimated steady state
from Table 1, on a subsystem for {{sw>{xofw}c onditional on {{slw>{xw31> {ww,
{suw}w ith all variables entering with two additional lags.17 In addition to jdsw31,
we also augment the system with the dummies to capture short-run eects and also
centred seasonals to capture whatever seasonal eects that are left in the seasonally
adjusted data. The diagnostics of the unrestricted I(0) system are reported in the
upper part of Table 2.
The short-run model is derived general to speciﬁc by deleting insigniﬁcant
terms, establishing a parsimonious statistical representation of the data in L (0)-
space, following Hendry and Mizon (1993). The resulting model is found below















(sw31  0=908xofw31  0=092slw31)+ dummies
 =0 =0020
(18)
17Despite the measurement problems mentioned in the previous section we include the change in
productivity suw in the the short run analysis, relying on changes to be more accurately measured
than levels.















(xofw31  sw31  0=107xw31)+ dummies
 =0 =0044
(19)
The sample is 1971.1 to 2000.4, 120 observations.
The lower part of Table 2 contains diagnostics for the ﬁnal model. Whilst
single equation diagnostics indicate that there are autocorrelation in both equations,
there is no autocorrelation in the system. Moreover, we observe the insigniﬁcance
of Overidentiﬁcation "2(36)> which shows that the model reduction restrictions are
supported by the data.
Table 2: Diagnostics for the unrestricted and restricted (parsimonious) I(0) price -













ARy 1-5 I(20>198) 0=95[0=53]
Normalityy "2(4) 7=74[0=10]
Heteroscedasticityy I(108>213) 0=76[0=97]
Thes ample is 1971.1 to 2000.4, 120 observations.
References: Overidentiﬁcation test (Anderson and Rubin (1949, 1950),
Koopmans et al. (1950), Sargan (1988)),
AR-test (Godfrey (1978) and Doornik (1996)),
Normality test (Doornik and Hansen (1994)), and
Heteroscedasticity test (White (1980) and Doornik (1996)).
Then umbers in [..] are p-values.
In the ﬁrst equation (18) the rate of inﬂation is determined by changes in unit
labour costs and import prices and there are signiﬁcant short term eects of changes
in productivity (negative) and changes in indirect taxes (positive). Output gap is
not signiﬁcant in the inﬂation equation butw orks through unit labour cost which











Figure 3: Actual and ﬁtted values of quarterly price and unit labour cost inﬂation.
has the expected positive sign. If we consider the two price equations ((26) and (27)
in Appendix B) of AWM together, we ﬁnd that similar factors determine inﬂation
there. Moreover, we ﬁnd an additional short-run eect of the world prices of raw
materials and trend unit labour cost substitutes for unit labour cost both in the
short run and the long run.
The unitc o e !cient on the rate of inﬂation in the second equation implies
that the equation can be interpreted as explaining the change in the wage share,
another similarity to the AWM model, see Appendix B. The equilibrium-correction
terms are highly signiﬁcant in both equations, (18) and (19), which is consistent
with cointegration.
As discussed by Kolsrud and Nymoen (1998), the question whether systems
like ours have a NAIRU property hinges on the detailed restrictions on the short-run
dynamics. They show that two necessary conditions for the NAIRU property are
that wage growth is homogenous with respect to {tw and - at the same time - the
price equation is homogenous with respect to the wage growth. These implications
carry over to our model with {xofw substituted for wage growth. From the price
equation it is easily seen that short-run homogeneity is far from fulﬁlled, and this
implies that we do not have a NAIRU model.18
From the steady state of (19) we have that the long-run unemployment elas-
ticity of unit labour cost, 0=10,i sl arge enough to represent a channel for economic
policy on inﬂation, which runs contrary to the assumed NAIRU of AWM.
18Fort he unit labour cost growth equation (19) on the other hand we ﬁnd the implied unit
labour cost elasticities with respect to tw and slw are 1=15 and 0=005> respectively, which are
not signiﬁcantly dierent from 1 and 0. (Using sw  (1  !)tw + !slw,t he maintained value
of ! =0 =09 from Table 1 and observing that slw is signiﬁcant in the unit labour cost equation).
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Figure 4: Recursive stability tests for the model. The upper two panels show re-
cursive residuals for the model. The lower panel shows recursive Chow-tests (right).
3.5 Valid conditioning
In terms of the sketch in Figure 1, weak exogeneity19 of the conditioning variables
fort he parameters of the wage-price model Gy(yw | zw> Yw31> Zw31) implies that these
parameters are free to vary with respect to the parameters of the marginal models
fort he output gap (jdsw),t he nominal exchange rate (hqrp
w ),w h i c hworks through
slw,a nd unemployment (xw), i.e. Gz1(z1w | z2w> z3w> Yw31> Zw31).B elow we follow
Johansen (1992) and concentrate the testing to the parameters of the cointegration
vectors of the price - unit labour cost model.
We have established three simple marginal models: The estimated equations
fort he output gap and the exchange rate are autoregressions and unemployment is in
addition regressed on lags in output growth.20 We have tested for weak exogeneity
of the three conditioning variables with respect to the long-run parameters by testing
the signiﬁcance of the two cointegrating terms from Table 1 when we include them
in them arginal equations. The results of Wald-test of the joint signiﬁcance of the
twos teady-state terms are reported in Table 3 and they support weak exogeneity.
19See Engle et al. (1983) for a deﬁnition.
20Whereas the autoregressions (including a lagged levels term) for output gap and the nominal
exchange rate appear to be congruent, albeit with a low U2,t he unemployment equation reveals
signs of misspeciﬁcation, suggesting a need for respeciﬁcation.





w "2(2) = 1=26 [0.53]
{jdsw "2(2) = 0=73 [0.69]
{xw "2(2) = 2=87 [0.24]
4T he models — evaluation and forecast comparisons
In this section we present estimated reduced form versions of the AWM and ICM
inﬂation equations in order to evaluate the models and to compare forecasts based
on these equations with forecasts from the two single equation inﬂation models we
discussed in Section 2.2, i.e. the P*-model and the New Keynesian Phillips curve.
The models are estimated on a common sample covering 1972.4 - 2000.3, and they
are presented in turn below, whereas data sources and variable deﬁnitions are found
in Appendix C.
4.1 The reduced form AWM inﬂation equation
We establish the reduced form inﬂation equation from the Area Wide Model by
combining the two price equation (26) and (27) of Appendix B. The reduced form
equation is modelled general to speciﬁc: We start out with a fairly general infor-
mation set which includes the variables of the wage-price block of the AWM: three
lags of inﬂation, {sw> as well as of changes in trend unit labour costs, {xofw> and
two lagso ft h ec h a n g e si n :t h ew a g es h a r e ,{zvw> the world commodity price index,
{sudz
w > the GDP deﬂator at factor prices, {tw,u n e m p l o y m e n t ,{xw> productivity,
{suw> import prices, {slw> and indirect taxes, {ww= The output gap is included with
lagged level (jdsw31) and change ({jdsw31)= The dummies from the wage and price
block of AWM, {L82=1> {L82=1>L92=4>L77=4L78=1>L81=1> and {L84=221> are included
and a set of centred seasonal dummies (to mop up remaining seasonality in the data,
if any). Finally, we include into the reduced form information set two equilibrium
correction terms: the combined term from (26) and (27) in equation (1), hfpsDZP
w >
and the equilibrium correction term, hfpzDZP
w > from the wage share equation (25).
Thep arsimonious reduced form AWM inﬂation equation becomes:
21The ﬁrst three are signiﬁcant in all estimated equations reported below, the last two which
originate in the AWM wage equation are always insigniﬁcant.























 =0 =00188 1972.4 -2000.3
IDU135(5>94) = 0=41[0=84] IDUFK134(4>91) = 0=43[0=78]
Qrupdolw| whvw "2(2) = 1=01[0=60] IKHWHUR(23>75) = 1=35[0=17]
IUHVHW(1>98) = 0=06[0=80]
(20)
Allr estrictions imposed on the general model leading to (20), are accepted by
the data, both sequentially and when tested together. We note that the eects of the
explanatory variables are much in the line with the structural equations reported in
Appendix B and that both equilibrium correction terms are highly signiﬁcant. If we
deduct the respective means of the equilibrium correction terms on the right hand
side, the constant term reduces to 0.5 %, which is signiﬁcantly dierent from zero
with a t-value of 5.36. The ﬁt is poorer than for the structural inﬂation equation,
which is mainly due to the exclusion of contemporary variables in the reduced form.
If we include contemporary {slw, {suw> and {sudz
w ,t he standard error of the equation
improves by 30 % and a value close to the estimated  of equation (27) obtains.
Figure 5 contains recursive estimates of the model’s coe!cients. We note that there
















































Figure 5: Recursive estimates for the coe!cients of the (reduced form) AWM inﬂa-
tion equation.
194.2 The reduced form ICM inﬂation equation
We derive ar educed form inﬂation equation for the incomplete competition model
(ICM) much in the same vein as for the AWM. The information set for this model
is given by all variables included in the price - unit labour cost system of Section
3.4. The information set diers from that of the AWM on the following points: lags
of changes in unit labour costs, xofw> are used instead of lags of changes in trend
unit labour costs; the changes in the wage share, {zvw> the world commodity price
index, {sudz
w > and the GDP deﬂator at factor prices, {tw,a r enot included; and the
equilibrium corrections terms are those of the ICM model, hfpsLFP
w and hfpxofLFP
w >
as reported in Table 1.
After imposing valid restrictions on the general model, the ﬁnal reduced form
ICM inﬂation equation becomes:





















 =0 =00205 1972=4  2000=3
IDU135(5>96) = 0=62[0=68] IDUFK134(4>93) = 0=18[0=95]
Qrupdolw| whvw "2(2) = 0=16[0=92] IKHWHUR(20>80) = 0=64[0=87]
IUHVHW(1>100) = 2=98[0=09]
(21)
We observe that the reduced form inﬂation equation of the ICM is variance
encompassed by the corresponding AWM equation. Again, all restriction imposed
on the general model to obtain (21) are accepted by the data, both sequentially and
when tested together. The reduced form inﬂation equation picks up the combined
eects from the price and the unit labour cost structural equations, the latter is
seen through the signiﬁcant eects of {sw31>j d s w31 and the equilibrium correction
term hfpxofLFP
w in (21). Both equilibrium correction terms are highly signiﬁcant.
If we deduct the respective means of the equilibrium correction terms on the right
hand side, the constant term reduces to 0.6 %, which is signiﬁcantly dierent from
zero with a t-value of 4.68. Figure 6 contains recursive estimates of the coe!cients
in (21). We note that the speed of adjustment towards the steady state for the two
error corrections terms are more stable than in the case of AWM.
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Figure 6: Recursive coe!cient estimates of the reduced form ICM.
4.3 The P* model
TheP *m odel is estimated in two versions: One version is related to the standard
formulation of P*-model as discussed in Section 2.2, in which inﬂation is explained by
the real money gap (upupW)a n dt h ed i erences between actual price and money
growth from their reference (target) paths, {4sjds and {4pjds22.I n o r d e r t o
retaining comparability across the inﬂation models, we dier from previous studies
by using the private consumption deﬂator rather than e.g. the GDP deﬂator of
Trecroci and Vega (2002) or a consumer prices index like the one constructed by
Gerlach and Svensson (2003). We have also included four lags of inﬂation, two
lags of output growth, {|> and an interest rate spread gap vjds (deﬁneda st h e
deviations of the actual spread from a Hodrick Prescott trend spread). The other
version, P* enhanced, is modelled general to speciﬁc, where the general speciﬁcation
is based the information set of AWM with (upupW)w, {4sjdsw> {4pjdsw and vjdsw
substituted for the equilibrium correction terms hfpsDZP
w and hfpzDZP
w =
After we have imposed valid restrictions, the ﬁrst version based on the narrower
information set becomes:
22We have considered two alternative reference paths for inﬂation: it is either trend inﬂation
from a smoothed Hodrick-Prescott ﬁlter, or the same series with the reference path for the price
(target) variable of Gerlach and Svensson (2003) substituted in for the period 1985.1 - 2000.2, see
Appendix C.3. It is seen that the alternative reference path series share a common pattern. Here
we report results based on the ﬁrst alternative.


















(up upW)w31  0=0006
(0=0003)
vjdsw31 + dummies
 =0 =00211 1972=4  2000=3
IDU135(5>95) = 0=52[0=76] IDUFK134(4>92) = 0=68[0=61]
Qrupdolw| whvw "2(2) = 0=42[0=81] IKHWHUR(21>78) = 0=81[0=70]
IUHVHW(1>99) = 7=27[0=008WW]
(22)
We ﬁndt hatm oney growth deviation from target {4pjdsw31 is insigniﬁcant
which is in line with results reported in Gerlach and Svensson (2003). The other
explanatory variables speciﬁc to the P* model comes out signiﬁcant and with ex-















































Figure 7: Recursive coe!cient estimates of the P*-model based on the narrow in-
formation set.
























(up upW)w31 + dummies
 =0 =00190 1972=4  2000=3
IDU135(5>93) = 0=65[0=66] IDUFK134(4>90) = 0=74[0=56]
Qrupdolw| whvw "2(2) = 3=83[0=15] IKHWHUR(25>72) = 0=76[0=77]
IUHVHW(1>97) = 0=01[0=93]
(23)
Them odel reduction is supported by the data, and the enhanced P* is well
speciﬁed according to the standard diagnostics reported. We ﬁnd the P*-model
based on the broader information set variance encompasses the P*-model derived
from the narrower set of variables, with a reduction the estimated  of equation (23)
of 10 per cent compared to the estimated  of equation (22).
As triking feature of the enhanced P* model is that the short-run explanatory
variables in the ﬁrst two lines are nearly identical to its counterpart in the AWM
reduced form inﬂation equation ({suw31 substituting for {slw31) with coe!cients of
the same order of magnitude. The real money gap (upupW)w31 is highly signiﬁcant,
whereas vjdsw31 drops out. Also, the P*- speciﬁc explanatory variables, {4sjdsw31
and {4pjdsw31 -t h edeviations from target - are insigniﬁcant at the 5 per cent
level, but are retained to represent the P* mechanisms.
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Figure 8: Recursive coe!cient estimates of the P*-enhanced model based on the
broad information set.
4.4 The New Keynesian Phillips curve
We have estimated a hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curve (NPC) as described in
section 2.2. Using the instruments of Galí et al. (2001)23-ﬁ ve lags of inﬂation,
{s> and two lags in the wage share, zv> and output gap, jds we are able to
replicate the results for the hybrid model in Bårdsen et al. (2004b), which in turn
are representative for the empirical results reported in Galí et al. (2001). We have
chosen to estimate a small simultaneous model where the inﬂation lead {sw+1 and
the wage share zvw are speciﬁed as functions of the instruments and full information
maximum likelihood estimation24 then yields the following inﬂation equation:
23Rudd and Whelan (2004) show that the inclusion of sw1 among the instruments leads to an
upward bias in the estimates for the forward variable, see also Roberts (2001). We have however
maintained the use of the Galí et al. (2001) instruments simply to get as close as possible to the
estimation procedure adopted by the “proprietors” of the NPC model in the same way as we have
tried to do in the cases of AWM price block and the P* model above.
24Our estimation method thus diers from those in Bårdsen et al. (2004b), who estimate the
hybrid model using Generalised Method of Moments (GMM) as well as estimation by two stage
least squares. We note that Bårdsen et al. (2004b) like Galí et al. (2001) use the gdp deﬂator
whilst we entertain the consumption deﬂator.









 =0 =00232 1972=4  2000=3
Single equation diagnostics
IDU135(5>96) = 4=55[0=001WW] IDUFK134(4>97) = 0=87[0=48]
Qrupdolw| whvw "2(2) = 5=16[0=08] IKHWHUR(18>86) = 1=56[0=09]
Systems diagnostics
ARy 1-5 I(45>262) = 9=45[0=000WW]
Normalityy "2(6) = 8=64[0=19]
Heteroscedasticityy I(108>471) = 1=38[0=01W]
(24)
In (24) we have augmented the NPC equation with the signiﬁcant dummies
from the other models. Increasing the information set by adding more instruments
do not change the estimates for the NPC equation. The dummies reduce the esti-
mated  for the the NPC by 10 per cent, butt h i si ss t i l l1 0 - 2 0p e r c e n th i g h e rt h a n
the other three model classes. The highly signiﬁcant ARy 1-5 Itest in (24) is not
only due to ﬁrst order autocorrelation (which is consistent with the New Keynesian
Phillips curve theory25), but reﬂects also higher order autocorrelation. Figure 9 un-
derscores that the coe!cients of the forward and the backward terms of the NPC
are recursively stable, as is also the wage share coe!cient at a zero value.






















Figure 9: Recursive coe!cient estimates of the hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curve
(estimated by instrumental variables)
4.5 Evaluation of the inﬂation models’ properties
In this section26 we summarize the statistical properties of the dierent inﬂation
models, in order to make more formal comparisons. In Table 4 we have collected the
p-values for the mis-speciﬁcation tests for residual autocorrelation, autoregressive
conditional heteroscedasticity, non-normality and wrong functional form. With the
exception of the normality tests which are "2(2),w eh aver eported F-versions of all
tests, as in the previous sections.
Table4 :M isspeciﬁcation tests
{s model n ˆ {s% AR 1-5 ARCH 1-5 Normality Hetero RESET
p-values
AWM 13 0.19 0.84 0.78 0.60 0.17 0.80
ICM 11 0.21 0.68 0.95 0.92 0.87 0.09
PW 12 0.21 0.76 0.61 0.81 0.70 0.008WW
PW_hqk 14 0.19 0.66 0.56 0.15 0.77 0.93
NPC 7 0.23 0.00WW 0.48 0.08 0.01W
Onew ay of condensing this information is to perform encompassing tests27.
In Table 5 we consider AWM as the incumbent model, the one we want to compare
26This section and the next (Section 4.6) draw on Eitrheim and Jansen (2003)
27Fora ni ntroduction to encompassing principle, see Mizon and Richard (1986) and Hendry and
Richard (1989)
26with its competitors, while ICM has this role in Table 6. In these tables, we show the
p-values for alternative encompassing tests. In the case of the ﬁrst table, the ﬁrst
statistic - FHqf>1 -t ests the AWM against each of the three alternatives28 using joint
F-tests for parsimonious encompassing of each of the two models in question against
their minimal nesting model. The adjacent test, FHqf>2,i sb ased on pairs of model
residuals from the AWM (P1) and from each of the alternative inﬂation models Pm.
In each case we regress ˆ %1>w, against the dierence between the residuals of model m
and model 1 respectively, ˆ %mw  ˆ %1w.U nder the null hypothesis that model P1,t h e
AWM, encompasses model Pm,t h ec o e !cient of this dierence has zero expectation.
The hypothesis thatm o d e lPm encompasses P1 is tested by running the regression
of the residuals from model Pm, ˆ %m>w,o nt h esame dierence (with changed sign). The
simple F-test of the hypothesis that the dierence has no (linear) eect is reported
in the table. Following Mizon and Richard (1986) and Hendry and Richard (1989), a
congruent encompassing model can account for the results obtained by rival models,
and hence encompassing tests form a richer basis for model comparison than ordinary
goodness-of-ﬁt measures.
Table5andT able 6 show results from the two encompassing tests explained
above, and in addition we report a test for parsimonious encompassing. We have
embraced all ﬁve models in forming their minimal nesting model, and report p-values
of FHqfJxp tests in the fourth column of the two tables.29 We see that only the AWM
parsimoniously encompasses the General Unrestricted Model (GUM30). For all the
other models we reject the corresponding set of restrictions relative to the GUM. In
some cases, neither of the pair of models encompasses the other. When both tests
lead to rejection this is prima facie evidence that both models are mis-speciﬁed, see
Ericsson (1992).
Table5 :E ncompassing tests with AWM as incumbent model
{s model n ˆ {s% FEncGUM(m>83) p-values for two types of encompassing tests
m p-value FHqf>1 FHqf>2
AWM 13 0.19 16 0.08 P1 vs Pm Pm vs P1 P1 vs Pm Pm vs P1
ICM 11 0.21 18 0.00WW 0.75 0.006WW 0.24 0.00WW
PW 12 0.21 17 0.00WW 0.06 0.00WW 0.03W 0.00WW
P*_enh 14 0.19 15 0.04W 0.11 0.04W 0.009WW 0.005WW
NPC 7 0.23 22 0.00WW
28Fort echnical reasons the NPC was not included in these tests.
29It should be noted that the encompassing tests FHqfJxp,r eported in Tables 5 and 6, are based
on two stage least squares estimation of the NPC. This gives estimates of the inﬂation equation
that are close to, but not identical to, those in equation (24), since FIML takes account of the
covariance structure of the system. In order to form them inimal nesting model it was necessary
to estimate NPC on a single equation form to make it comparable to the other (single equation)
models.
30Strictly speaking, the generic GUM is the union of all information sets we have used to create
the general models in Sections 4.1-4.4. In the minimal nesting (parsimonious) GUM we have left
out all variables that are not appearing in any of the ﬁve ﬁnal equations and it is more precise to
call this a pGUM.
27Table 6: Encompassing tests with ICM as incumbent model
{s model n ˆ {s% FEncGUM(m>83) p-values for two types of encompassing tests
m p-value FHqf>1 FHqf>2
ICM 11 0.21 18 0.00WW P1 vs Pm Pm vs P1 P1 vs Pm Pm vs P1
AWM 13 0.19 16 0.08 0.006WW 0.75 0.00WW 0.24
PW 12 0.21 17 0.00WW 0.002WW 0.000WW 0.017W 0.001WW
P*_enh 14 0.19 15 0.04W 0.003WW 0.26 0.000WW 0.013W
NPC 7 0.23 22 0.00WW
4.6 Comparing the forecasting properties of the models
Appendix A shows graphs of 20 quarters of one step ahead forecasts with +/- two
forecast errors to indicate the forecast uncertainty for the ﬁve models we have esti-
mated. It is di!cult to tell from the diagrams by means of "eyeball" econometrics
whether there are any dierence between them. So there is a need for formal tests:
Table 7 provides a summary of the forecasting properties of the dierent inﬂation
models as it reports RMSFEs along with their decomposition into forecast error bias
and standard errors. The models are re-estimated on a sample up to the start of
the forecasting horizon, and then used to forecast quarterly inﬂation until 2000.3.
Twoh orizons are considered: a 36 period horizon starting in 1991.4, and a 20 period
horizon starting in 1995.4. The ﬁrst three lines of Table 7 shows the Root Mean
Squared Forecast Error, RMSFE,o fi nﬂation from the AWM, and its decomposition
into mean forecasting bias and standard deviation sdev.T h e o t her rows of the
table shows the same three components of the RMSFE-decomposition for each of the
other inﬂation models, measured relative to the results for the AWM, such that,
e.g., a number greater than one indicates that the model has a larger RMSFE than
the AWM. For one step forecasts 20 quarters ahead, we ﬁnd that all competing
models beat the AWM on the RMSFE-a n dbias-criteria, whereas AWM is superior
according to sdev.
Table 7: Forecasting the quarterly rate of inﬂation. RMSFE and its decomposition:
bias, standard deviations and root mean squared forecast errors (RMSFE)o fd i erent
inﬂation models, relative to the AWM.
Forecasting ˆ {s
{4s model 91.4 - 00.3 95.4 - 00.3
AWM RMSFE 0.0022 0.0021
bias 0.0011 0.0016
sdev 0.0019 0.0014
Rel. RMSFE 1.08 0.82
ICM Rel. bias 1.28 0.42
Rel. sdev 1.01 1.14
Rel. RMSFE 0.92 0.88
P* Rel. bias 0.55 0.38
Rel. sdev 1.02 1.26
Rel. RMSFE 0.76 0.73
P*_enh Rel. bias 0.09 0.13
Rel. sdev 0.88 1.10
Rel. RMSFE 1.11 0.73
NPC Rel. bias 0.20 0.06
Rel. sdev 1.29 1.12
Table8andT able 9 show the results from forecast encompassing tests, regress-
ing the forecast errors of model 1, ˆ %1w,a g a i n s tt h ed i erence between the forecast
28errors of model m and model 1 respectively, ˆ %mw  ˆ %1w.31 Undert he null that there
is no explanatory power in model m beyond what is already reﬂected in model 1,
the expected regression coe!cient is zero. In the tables we report p-values when
we run the forecast encompassing test in both directions. The AWM is used as
benchmark (model 1) in table 8 and the table contains evidence that AWM forecast
encompasses three out of four competitors over 20 quarters (and the fourth–the
P*-model enhanced–comes close to being encompassed at the 5 per cent level),
while the reverse is not true. Over 36 quarters there is clear evidence that the AWM
forecast encompasses the NPC, but is itself overwhelmingly forecast encompassed
by the P*-model enhanced (based the same broad information set).
Table 8: Forecast encompassing tests over 36 and 20 periods, ending in 2000.3.
The AWM model is used as benchmark.
Model n ˆ {s% FEncGUM(m>63) Forecast encompassing tests: p-values
91.4 - 00.3 95.4 - 00.3
m p-value P1 vs Pm Pm vs P1 P1 vs Pm Pm vs P1
AWM 13 0.19 16 0.08
ICM 11 0.21 18 0.00WW 0.08 0.06 0.96 0.03W
P* 12 0.12 17 0.00WW 0.04W 0.02W 0.38 0.003WW
P*_enh 14 0.19 15 0.04W 0.002WW 0.42 0.88 0.067
NPC 7 0.23 22 0.00WW 0.21 0.00WW 0.35 0.03W
In table 9 the ICM is used as benchmark. The ICM is not forecast encompass-
ing any competitor over 20 quarters, but is, as noted above, itself forecast encom-
passed by the AWM. Over 36 quarters ICM forecast encompasses the NPC, and -
like the AWM - it is forecast encompassed by the enhanced version of the P*-model.
An important caveat applies to the results in this section. In interpreting the
favourable results for the SW-m o d e lit should be born in mind that the forecasts
made for the SW-s p eciﬁcations are greatly helped by the two-sided ﬁlters used to
deﬁne the equilibrium values for, say upW,a sd e scribed in Section 2.2.32
Table 9: Forecast encompassing tests over 36 and 20 periods, ending in 2000.3.
The ICM model is used as benchmark.
Model n ˆ {s% FEncGUM(m>63) Forecast encompassing tests: p-values
91.4 - 00.3 95.4 - 00.3
m p-value P1 vs Pm Pm vs P1 P1 vs Pm Pm vs P1
ICM 11 0.21 18 0.00WW
AWM 13 0.19 16 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.03W 0.96
P* 12 0.12 17 0.00WW 0.11 0.06 0.87 0.06
P*_enh 14 0.19 15 0.04W 0.001WW 0.18 0.09 0.22
NPC 7 0.23 22 0.00WW 0.64 0.00WW 0.10 0.17
31Again, the forecast encompassing tests are based on two stage least squares estimates of the
NPC.
32Am ore realistic approach would have been to let the estimates of the equilibrium values be
derived from some backward-looking ﬁlter. Such a procedure would better capture the relevant
information available to the forecaster when forecasts are made.
295C onclusions
Them odel comparisons in the ﬁnal sections do not allow us to draw decisive conclu-
sions. Some caveats no doubt apply: Thep r esumptions of a clearly deﬁned monetary
policy for the economy under study, which are underlying the P*-model as it is laid
out in Gerlach and Svensson( 2 0 0 3 ) ,i sn o tf a v o u r e db ya d o p t i n ga no b s e r v a t i o n
period which starts nearly 30 years before the introduction of the Euro.33 Likewise,
the ICM - with its focus on the labour market inﬂux on inﬂation, is probably a
better model description of the national economies than for the Euro area.
That said - from the model evaluation and the forecast comparisons - some
comparative advantages seem to emerge in favour of the (reduced form) AWM inﬂa-
tion equation34:I ti st he only model that encompasses a general unrestricted model
and it forecast encompasses the competitors when tested on 20 quarters of one step
ahead forecasts. The P*-model - based on the extended (AWM) information set -
forecast encompasses the other models based on 36 quarters of one step forecasts.
In that context the NPC model appears to be a particularly poor model.
Ther esults of the forecast competition are in accordance with the model eval-
uation in the preceding sections. The ICM is likely to suer in forecasting due to
the recursive instability in the long run (Table 2) as well as in the short-run coef-
ﬁcients (Figure 6). Generally, we ﬁnd that the models that are derived from the
wider information sets (AWM and P* enhanced) do better in forecasting than those
based on a narrower information set, mainly prescribed by theory, like the P*-model
proper and the NPC model.
33This point is however not relevant to the P*-model in its original tapping, see Hallman et al.
(1991), where weight is put on the quantity equation and the stability of the money demand func-
tion. Fagan and Henry (1998) suggest that money demand may be more stable at the aggregated
Euro-area level than at the national levels.
34The AWM model may have been given a too favourable representation by our omission of
the "calibrated" coe!cient for the equilibrium correcting term from the factor price equation
hfpsDZP the wage equation, see comment to equation (25) in Appendix B.
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35AO ne step forecasts - diagrams
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Figure 10: Forecasts of quarterly inﬂation in the Euro area with 5 dierent models:
over the period 1995.4 to 2000.3. The models are. First row: the Area Wide Model
(left) and the ICM (right). Second row: The p-star model (left) and the enhanced P-
star (right) Bottom: The New Keynesian Phillips curve. The bars show 2 x forecast
errors.
36Bw a g e - p r i c e b lock of AWM
In this Appendix we report results from re-estimation on an extended dataset up to
2000.4 of the price and wage block of AWM from Fagan et al. (2001).
In the wagee q u a t i o nt h eg r o w t hi nt h ew a g es h a r ei st h ed e p e n d e n tv a r i a b l e
(noting that zvw = xofw  sw = zw  suw  sw).

























(xw31  xw31)+ 0 =012
(0=012)
(tw  (xofw  (1  ))) + dummies
 =0 =0044 1972.1 -2000.4
IDU135(5>97) = 0=78[0=57] IDUFK134(4>94) = 0=70[0=59]
Qrupdolw| whvw "2(2) = 0=52[0=77] IKHWHUR(24>77) = 0=67[0=87]
IUHVHW(1>101) = 0=13[0=91]
(25)
We note that equilibrium correcting term hfpsDZP from the price equation
below is insigniﬁcant in equation (25). In Fagan et al. (2001) equation (C.4) this
equilibrium correcting term is given a predetermined coe!cient of 0.1, in order to
improve the long-run simulation properties of the AWM model as a whole. This
leads to a signiﬁcant deterioration of the equation ( increases 20 %, there is a
marked instability in parameters, etc). We have not explored the consequences of
imposing this restriction on (25) for the reduced form AWM inﬂation equation (20),
but iti sl i k e l yt oa ect the forecasting performance negatively.















(tw  (xofw  (1  )))
 =0 =0024 1972.3 -2000.4
IDU135(5>102) = 1=26[0=29] IDUFK134(4>99) = 0=63[0=64]
Qrupdolw| whvw "2(2) = 1=65[0=44] IKHWHUR(12>94) = 1=04[0=41]
IUHVHW(1>106) = 0=41[0=52]
(26)



















(sw31  0=94(t + w)w31  0=06slw31)+ dummies
 =0 =0014 1971.2 -2000.4
IDU135(5>103) = 0=34[0=89] IDUFK134(4>100) = 1=43[0=23]
Qrupdolw| whvw "2(2) = 0=74[0=69] IKHWHUR(19>88) = 2=30[0=005WW]
IUHVHW(1>106) = 3=79[0=05W]
(27)
Combining the two price equation (26) and (27) leads to the reduced form
(20), which we use in Section 4.
CD a t a
Them ainb odyo fd ata underlying the present paper are series collected from the
database for the Area Wide model (update3, as of February 2003), see documenta-
tion in Fagan et al. (2001). The Euro-area aggregates are constructed from a wide
range of national and international sources, the main principle has been to weight
together national accounts data for the 11 EMU member countries, using logs of the
country series and ﬁxed weights for each country. The weights used are constant
GDPa tm arket prices (PPP) in 1995 and they are applied for both nominal and
real variables. Deﬂators are then calculated, see Fagan and Henry (1998) for details.
This amounts to using a set ﬁxed PPP exchange rates between the national cur-
rencies, calculated for the year 1995, to convert all series to a common currency (i.e.
Euro).35 Thed ata series for imports and exports includes intra Euro-area trade,
since there are no statistical data availabler e c o r ding the net imports and exports
between the Euro area and the Rest of the World. To avoid a break in the German
data series due to German uniﬁcation in 1990, AWM uses re-scaled West German
data series (by the ratio of the two series at the start of whole Germany series) for
the pre-uniﬁcation years.
C.1 The AWM data series
Thef ollowing series have been used from the AWM database:
PCD-Private consumption deﬂator
WIN - Total compensation to employees
35An alternative aggregation method has been suggested by Beyer et al. (2001) (confer also Beyer
et al. (2000)). They argue that aggregation across individual countries is problematic because of
past exchange rate changes. Hence, a more appropriate method, which aggregates exactly when
exchange rates are ﬁxed, consists in aggregating weighted within-country growth rates to obtain
euro-zone growth rates and cumulating this euro-zone growth rate to obtain aggregated levels. The
aggregate of the implicit deﬂator price index coincides with the implicit deﬂator obtained from the
aggregated nominal and real data.
38YER - Real GDP
ULC = WIN/YER - Unit labour costs
URX-Rate of unemployment
MTD-National accounts imports deﬂator (incl. intra Eurozone trade)
LNN - Total employment (number of heads)
LPROD = YER/LNN - Labour productivity
COMPR-Weighted average of oil and non-oil world commodity prices, USD
EEN - Nominal eectivee xchange rate (Euro)
YFD - GDP deﬂator at factor prices
YED-GDP deﬂator at market values
URT-trend unemployment
ULT - trend unit labour costs
TIN-total indirect taxes (net of subsidies)
YFN - Nominal GDP atf a c t o rp r i c e s
LTN-Long term interest rate
STN-Short term interest rate
Variables used when estimating the AWM wage-price block, cf. section 2.1:
s =l o g ( P C D )
z =l og(WIN/LNN)
su =l o g ( L P R O D )
zv = z  su  s
xof = log(ULC) (= z  su)
x =l o g ( U R X )
x =l o g ( U R T )
t =l o g ( Y F D )
xof =l o g ( U L T )
sl =l o g ( M T D )
sudz = log(COMPR·EEN)
w = log(1+TIN/YFN)
Additional variables used when estimating the ICM model:
| = log(YER)
|W = trend of |> using the Hodrick-Prescott ﬁlter with  =1 6 0 0
jds = |  |W=
Additional variables used when estimating the PW model:
p = log(M3), where M3 is a merged series for money, see Appendix C.3.
s| = log(YED)
y = s|  |  p
yW = trend of y> using the Hodrick-Prescott ﬁlter with  =4 0 0 =
s|W = p + yW  |W
up = p  s|
upW = p  s|W
v = LTN - STN
vW = trend of v> using the Hodrick-Prescott ﬁlter with  =1 6 0 0
vjds = v  vW
{4e s = trend of {4s> using the Hodrick Prescott ﬁlter with  =6 4 0 0
39{4sjds = {4s {4e s
{4e p = {4e s + {4|W  {4yW
{4pjds = {4p {4e p





























Figure 11: Data series used in the empirical analyses
C.2A lternative data for labour input - Hours worked
As we alluded to in Section 3.3, we have investigated an alternative labour input
based on total number of hours worked (for total employment) in the Euro area,
HW_Euro. The series are constructed by aggregating country data across the Euro
area from the following sources: Total employment data were taken from national
accounts and average working hours from OECD (2002) and Scarpetta et al. (2000),
see Vijselaar and Albers (2002) and Korteweg and Vijselaar (2002) for further doc-
umentation. The resulting series for total hours worked are plotted against total
employment in levels, LNN, (means and range adjusted to the same scaling) and as
quarterly growth rates in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the growth rates for produc-
tivity, {su,w i t ht h et w oa l t e r native labour input measures.











Figure 12: In the upper graph the two measures for the labour input are plotted
together (means and range are given the same scaling): Total employment (LNN)
is the dotted line whereas hours worked (smoothed series from annual data) is the
solid line. The lower ﬁgure shows growth rates for the two series.




Figure 13: The growth rates for productivity with the two alternative labour input
measures. The solid line is for productivity deﬁned as real GDP divided by total
unemployment (LNN) whereas the thin line is int e r m so fh o urs worked.
C.3 Variables speciﬁc to the P*-model
TheP *m odel is presented in section 2.2, and the variables are deﬁned in Appendix
C.1. In Figure 14 we have plotted the source data for the money stock variable (M3),
as quarterly growth rates.. For the observations 1970.1 - 1979.4 and 2000.4 it is the
series M.U2.M3B0.ST.SA from the ECB databank, whereas the observations 1980.1
-2 000.3 are from Gerlach and Svensson (2003), who in turn have collected the data
for 1980.1 - 1997.4 from Coenen and Vega (2001), who give a detailed deﬁnition
(pp. 370-371). The two series do not overlap completely as there are some large
41discrepancies, notably in 1990.2 (German uniﬁcation) and 1999.1 (the launching of
the Euro)






Figure 14: The M3 data series (M.U2.M3B0.ST.SA) plotted against the shorter M3
seiries obtained from Gerlach and Svensson (2003), which in turn are based on data
from Coenen and Vega (2001). Quarterly growth rates.
Figure 15 shows the GDP deﬂator, the equilibrium price level (s|W)a n dt h e i r
dierence, whereas Figure 16 shows the corresponding graphs for real money.










Figure 15: The upper graphs show the GDP deﬂator and the equilibrium price level
(p*), whereas the lower graph is their dierence, i.e., the price gap, used in the
P*-model.









Figure 16: The upper graphs show real money and the equilibrium real money,
whereas the lower graph is their dierence, i.e. the real money gap, used in the
P*-model.










Figure 17: The upper ﬁgure shows actual annual inﬂation plotted against two al-
ternative measures of the reference path for inﬂation. The solid line shows the HP
trend of inﬂation and the dotted line shows the case where the Gerlach Svensson
target variable is substituted for the HP trend for the subsample 1985.1-2000.2..
Thel ower graphs show the corresponding D4pgap variables in the same cases.











Figure 18: The upper ﬁgure shows actual annual money growth plotted against
the alternative measures of the reference path for money growth. The solid line is
the reference path derived from the HP trend of inﬂation and the dotted line is the
alternative, which is derived from inﬂation reference path with the Gerlach Svensson
target variable substituted for the HP trend for the subsample 1985.1-2000.2. The
lower graphs show the corresponding D4mgap variables in the same cases.
Figures 17 and 18 show the alternative measures for {4e sw and {4e pw,t h e
reference paths for inﬂation and for real money. In our empirical study we have
let the reference value for inﬂation vary with the actual level of smoothed inﬂation
which is shown by thes o l i dline in upper half of Figure 17. As we alluded to in
section 2.2, Gerlach and Svensson (2003) introduce and estimate a measure for the
inﬂation target Euro area as gradual adjustment to the (implicit) inﬂation target of
the Bundesbank, see Boﬁnger (2000), and they interpret the gradual adjustment as a
wayo fc apturing a monetary policy convergence process in the Euro area throughout
their estimation period (1980.1 - 2001.2). In Figure 17 the Gerlach-Svensson measure
is plotted for the period 1985.1 - 2000.2. Figure 18 shows the analogous graphs for
real money.
44D Non-technical summary
The merits of four diﬀerent models in explaining and forecasting Euro-area inﬂation
are compared. First, we consider the wage-price block of the Area Wide Model
(AWM), as described in Fagan et al. (2001), which is deﬁned within a full-blown
macroeconometric model for the Euro area. The AWM treats the region as a single
economy and is providing the most commonly used data set available for the Euro
a r e a .T h i si saconstructed d a t as e tt h a tg o e sb a c kt o1 9 7 0 . 1 .S i n c et h eE u r ow a s
introduced only 1. January 1999, the counterfactual nature of the AWM as well as
the present modelling exercise is evident.
The AWM is used as a benchmark and forms a baseline for comparison with
competing models of inﬂation. The competitors are:
• The P*-model of inﬂation suggested in Hallman et al. (1991), which conceives
of inﬂation primarily as a monetary phenomenon: The model speciﬁes a direct
eﬀect from the lagged price gap, deﬁned as the lagged price level minus the
long-run equilibrium price level which is implied by a long-run quantity equa-
tion. We estimate two versions of the model, one on a limited information set
(P*-proper) and one on a wider information set (P*-enhanced). Trecroci and
Vega (2002) and Gerlach and Svensson (2003) ﬁnd support for the P*-model
f o r m u l a t i o no nE u r o - a r e ad a t a .
• The New Keynesian Phillips curve, (NPCM), which is an inﬂation model with
forward-looking behaviour. The model is derived theoretically from ﬁrst princi-
ples in an environment of dynamically optimizing agents and has been adopted
as a standard speciﬁcation of the inﬂationary process in theoretical work on
theory of monetary policy, see e.g., Clarida et al. (1999) and Svensson (2000).
Galí et al. (2001) claim supporting evidence for the NPCM based on Euro-area
data.
• Finally, a reduced form inﬂation equation is derived from a dynamic version
of an Incomplete Competition Model (ICM). The ICM entails joint modelling
of wages and prices - has been successfully used to model the inﬂationary
process in small open economies like the UK and Norway. This model has
not previously been adopted for the Euro area. The econometric approach
follows a stepwise procedure, where the outcome can be seen as a product
of interpretation and formal testing: We ﬁrst consider an information set of
wages, prices and an appropriate selection of conditioning variables like output
gap, unemployment, productivity, import prices, etc. It turns out that the data
rejects the long-run restrictions from theory in this case. Only when we model
the long-run steady-state equations with prices and unit labour costs as the
endogenous variables do we ﬁnd empirical support for the theory restrictions.
The results of the model comparisons should be interpreted with some caution:
The versions of the P*-model we are estimating, which are related to the work of
Gerlach and Svensson (2003), presume that there is a clearly deﬁned monetary
policy for the economy under study. This assumption is not favoured by adopting
an observation period which starts nearly 30 years before the introduction of the
Euro. Likewise, the ICM - with its focus on the labour market inﬂux on inﬂation,
45is probably a better model description of the national economies than for the Euro
area.
Notwithstanding this, some comparative advantages seem to emerge from the
modele valuation and the forecast comparisons in favour of the (reduced form) AWM
inﬂation equation: It is the only model that encompasses a general unrestricted
modela nd it forecast encompasses the competitors when tested on 20 quarters of one
step ahead forecasts. The P*-model - based on the extended (AWM) information set
-f orecast encompasses the other models based on 36 quarters of one step forecasts.
In that context the NPCM appears to be a particularly poor model.
Ther esults of the forecast competition are in accordance with the model eval-
uation. Generally, we ﬁnd that the models that are derived from the wider infor-
mation sets (AWM and the enhanced P*-model) do better in forecasting than those
based on a narrower information set, mainly prescribed by theory, like the P*-model
proper and the NPCM.
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